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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Publ.ic schools in the United States are very proud
of their history of providing excellent educational opportunities for the youth of America.

An earnest commitment

toward excellence and equality of learning privileges for
all ethnic groups has been receiving added emphasis in
recent years.

The Federal government has earmarked funds

to be used in the development of educational programs of
"target children."
The Department of Health, Education and Welfar~,
·washington, D. C., has provided public schools with large
sums of money through the provisions set forth in Title
I of the Elementary and Secondary Association Act as
amended by Public Law 89-750.

These monies fund programs

initiated at the local school level to meet the special
n e eds of educationally deprived children.
Recently, the Center for the Study of Migrant and
Indi an ]~ducation, a project of Central Washington State
College, has been developed at Toppenish, Washington •

.As

r e corded in their handbook:
The Center for the Study of Migrant and Indian
Education is an innovative approach to the educational
problems of the migrant and Indian child. The Center
1

2

was designed to provide a continuity of educational
goals between agencies, colleges, and the public
schools. Active since July, 1968, its purpose is
to serve Educators in change and development, coordination, and special services which will enhance the
prospects of success for all migrant and Indian
children (23:ii).
I.

THE PROBLEM

Statement of the Problem
This study was undertaken in order to:

(1) deter-

mine the basic motor skill and physical fitness levels of
both migrant and resident students enrolled in the Chief
Kamiakin School and Outlook School located in Sunnyside
J)istrict #201; and (2) apply this knowledge to their present physical education program.

In addition the writer

devised a curriculum of activities for the migrant students,
designed to upgrade their physical capabilities.

Numerous

empirical judgments were formulated in an effort to determine the relative effect of this curriculum as compared to:

(1) resident students of the same age and/or grade and sex;
(2) each migrant student's own test scores.
The remedial physical education program was designed
specifically to help the migrant students make up the deficiencit3S that existed in skills abilities and physical fit-

ness

cH:l

compared to resid,:::nt students.

The new program was

r: ;valuated by measuring the effects the program had on the

migrant students.
would

Dhow

It was hcped that the remedial program

some positive 1:-csul ts and would make up some
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skill and physical fitness deficiencies in the migrant
population.

It was further desired that a carryover value

would result, in that migrant students would take a greater
part in community recreation programs, school playground
activities, etc.
Social acculturation of the resident and migrant
populations was therefore the ultimate, pervading purpose
of this study.

In an academic sense, bi-lingual teacher

aides serve to unite the teacher and migrant pupil on
common scholastic ground; the element of play serves to
unite the resident and migrant populations in a social
sense.
Reasons for Selection of Problem
Each spring a large number of migrant workers and
their families return to the farms and labor camps of the
Yakima Valley after having spent the winter months in the
Southern States.

These migrant families increase the

enrollment in Sunnyside District #201 schools approx:tmately
thirty percent during the months of September, March, April,
May, a:ad early June.

Most of these migrant students receive

very 1:i.m:L ted amounts of physical education during the months
they are away from the Yakima Valley.

Consequently, migrant

students miss a large portion of a nine month physical education program.
According to a report of the Sub-Committee on the
mtg:r-ant child of the Wn.i te House Conference on Child Health

4

and Protection, migrant children have received limited
attention from educators and social workers during the
past decade.

Presently there is little factual material

bearing on the subject.

Marion Hathway explained this

lack of information as follows:

(1) the variable nature

of the custom of migration; (2) the complexity of the
problem; (3) the variation in nurnerical size of the problem in communities; (4) the laissez-faire attitude of
communities resulting to some extent from the docility
of the migrant group; and (5) the undesirability of the
migrant in many communities as a justification for
ignoring his needs (9:150).
The fact that the migrant students receive only
limited amounts of physical education while absent from
the Sunnyside School district is evident by the absence
of any grades on their transfer record sheets.

Comments

by teachers usually state, "This student was not in
att endance long enough to be given a grade."
Physical education programs in the Sunnyside Eleme ntary schools were limited to partially following the
Phys .teal Education Guide for Washington State; elementary
grade s.

These classes were conducted under the super-

visi on of self-contained classroom teachers.

Most of the

migrant students were absent during the months when many
ba sic s kills

1.L."'li ts

were taught.

It seeme d evident to

th.i s w:riter that there wa s a ne cessity for the development

5

of a remedial physical education program aimed at giving
a greater quantity of skills training to the migrant students during the time they were enrolled in the Sunnyside
School District schools, while at the same time maintaining a thorough physical education program for the resident
students.

It was hoped that the migrant students would

become more frequent participants in regular playground
activities and inter-school activities as more basic
skills and games were taught to them.

It was also this

writer's hope that a remedial physical education program
that would greatly benefit the migrant students would be
adopted by the school district as a permanent program of
physical education during the months of March, April, and
May.
Limitations of the Study
1.

This study involves only a small sampling 0£

the total number of migrant students in the elementary
schools in the Yakima Valley.
2.

This study is limited to grade four students

in the Chief Kamiakin and Outlook Elementary Schools.

3.

The amount of time migrant boys and girls had

to participate in the remedial program was one twentyfi vc.~ minute session per week.

4.
tested

j_x1

A small portion of the migrant population
September will not re-enroll for testing and

proe;rc:rn participation during the spring months.

6

5.

Only students with Mex.ican--American surnames

a nd of Spanish heritage were included in the migrant
population,
Basic Assumptions
1.

It was initially assumed that the majority of

the migrant students in grade four in the Chief Kamiakin
and Outlook Elementary schools were deficient in many
basic skills and that these deficiencies could be determined.
2.

It is assuI!led that the remedial physical edu-

cation program will have some relevancy toward positively
changing the life style of the migrant students.

3.

It is assumed that the differences in skills

abilities betwee~ migrant and resident students can be
effectively measured through the implementation of two
tests:

(1) Measurement of Achievement in Fundamental

Motor Skills of Elementary Children; (2) Washington State
Physical Fitness Test for Elementary Schools.

4.

It is assumed that a nine month physical edu-

cation instructional period allowed sufficient time to
e valuate the effects of the remedial physical education
program on the migrant students enrolled at Chief Kamiakin
Sehool.

7

II.

DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED

~ant
A migratory child of a migratory worker is a child
who has moved with his family from one school district to
another during the past year in order that a parent or
other member of his immediate £amily might secure employment in agriculture or in related food processing activities (17:1).
J>hysical Fitness
A

child who possesses adequate strength and

vitality to carry out duties of daily life activities,
who has enough energy to meet unforeseen emergencies,
and who is free from disease or from handicapping defects
(11:1).

Physical Fitness Level
A child's record of performance in the elements

of strength, endurance, power and speed (11:1).
Pupil Orientation

The process of providing information and experiences to a child prior to administering a test.
Resident
A child who resides within a school district
throughout one

OJ.'.'

more school years.

8

Sports Skills
Sports skills are fundamental skills of team or
individual sports exclusive of the locomotor skills.
Sports skills are usually thought to include throwing,
catching, striking, kicking, and combinations of these
skills (16:118).
SQ_Q_rts Skills Level
For the purpose of this study, this term will be
used to describe the subject's scores on skills tests.

For the purpose of this study, the test scores
recorded in September of 1968 will be referred to as the
T1 scores.

For the purpose of this study, the scores recorded
in March of 1968 will be referred to as the T2 scores.
T

-3
For the purpose of this study, the scores recorded
in June of 1969 will be referred to as the T

It

3

scores.

the degree to which a test measures what

it purports or claims to measure 11 (2:341).

9

Bi-lingua l Teacher Aide
A Mexican-American youth, skillful in two languages, employed to assist a classroom teacher.
Anglo-American
For the purposes of this study, this term will
be used to identify students of non-Spanish ancestry.
III.

OVERVIEW OF REMAINDER OF THESIS

Chapter two presents background information related to the study, review of literature, and selection of
tests.
Chapter three includes a description of test items
and procedure for their administration, criteria used in
selecting samples for control and experimental groups, the
methods employed in conducting the daily physical education
programs, and collection of data and statistics employed in
ana lyzing the test information.
Chapter four provides an analysis of test da~a, an
expl~nation of the statistical results, and statistical
tablef3 used to equate the populations and to record the

test data.
Chapter .five includes the summary of the thesis
and conclusions

m1cl

recommendations of this writer.

Tbe bibliography and append.ices conclude the

thesis.

CHAPTER II
BACKGROUND INFORMATION OF THE
MEXICAN AMERICAN MIGRANT
The Migrant Family
Migrants are victims of a cruel merry-go-round
which never stops to let them off.

Migrants must travel

because they cannot get a job and hold it; they cannot
get a job and hold it because they are unskilled; they
lack the skill because they are uneducated; they are
uneducated because they must keep traveling thousands of
miles every year to get the only work they know how to
do.
More than 100,000 workers chiefly of Mexican
descent move up into Idaho, Oregon, and Washington during
the early spring months of each year in pursuit of agricultural employment.

With some reason these migrants have

been called "America's forgotten people" (8:6).

While

rn.ig:-c2,:nts move from place to place across the country they

exist and work under conditions of extreme poverty,
sq,ualcr, ignora:::ice and ed.uca tional deprivation.

Because

they a:re not considen)d permanent residents of communities

they very often do not avail themselves of public health,
welfarej or educational services.
10

Haney stated in a

11

recent article, "The most educationally deprived group of
children in the nation, these are the children of our
domestic agricultural migratory workers" (8:7).

Conde,

Education Editor of the Dallas Morning News, wrote, "The
migrant children of America are suffering from one of the
most neglected diseases of modern society; educationai
dystrophy 11 (4:34).

It is almost impossible to determine

how ma ny migrant children suffer from educational deprivation because they are on the move so much.
The Economist, a well-kno\m. publicly-oriented
journal, recorded some comparisons of migrant and Negro
populations:
Mexican Americans suffer to an even greater degree
from inferior education, deficient housing and poor
care. Both live predominantly in rural and urban
poverty within a structure of political economic
dependence (5:53).
This same journal indicated that these deprived residents
wait for cues pointing to change to come from the "Anglo"
majority • . Modern day educational systems must rapidly
initiate plans to formulate these cues.

Seemingly a

change of educational structures to better serve the
migrant population could be conceived as requiring limited
efforts.

Contrarily, however, as recorded in the ~cono-

The most basic difference, however, is that the
}1exican-Ame rican has a language and a ·well developed
eul ture of his o·v-11:1, replenished and reinforced by his
p:coximi ty to Mexico. He has continued in his rninori ty
culture, if not in his minority poverty, by choice
(5:53).
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Supporting the views of the Economist is a
statement written by Rodriguez:
The Mexican-American people are a minority whose
historical, cultural, and linguistic characteristics
set them apart from the Anglo community as dramatically as the Negro's skin sets him apart (20:6). ·
An understanding of the linguistic and cultural
influence on the life style of the Mexican-American migrant
by Anglo society could contribute toward their acculturation into the resident community.

Penalosa stated:

Although the Mexican-American population constitutes the largest ethnic minority in the Northwest
there are exceedingly few serious studies of the
interrelationships among the educational status of
the group, its social mobility, and its incorporation
into, and perception . of, the class structure {19:120).
A need is evident for the joining together of all
ethnic groups in a society for the purpose of providing a
sound educational system.

No group can be ignored when

these services are put into application.

Shotwell stated

that:
The migrant problem belongs to no one community
or section of the country; it crosses state lines and
it reaches from coast to coast. It belongs to all of
us who eat migrant-harvested fruits and vegetables and
take for granted the privilege of public education in
a democ r acy (21:268).
STipporting the mobility factor cf migrant families
was an article written by Hathway:
:Pirst, there is the family that maintains a habitat or customary place of abode but which is migrant
for many months during the year and vis:its s everal
plac e s of seasonal employment. Second, there is the
f am:i_ l y that is migrant twelve months of the year,
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wintering first in one community and then in another,
since employment during the winter months is uncertain

(9:5).

On the surface the migration of Mexican-Americans
in search of agricultural employment might seem to be a
normal process of population adjustment, highly desirable
from an economic point of view.

But, as stated by McWil-

liams:
Nowadays resettlement is not axiomatic; and, where
migration is wholly unplanned and unguided, migrants
encounter difficulties in effecting a readjustment
that were not known a generation ago (15:54).
Mechanization will soon replace the need for
migratory labor in the Yakima Valley.

As the educational

level of the migrant improves, so will his ability to
compete for jobs and to cope with antilocution and discrimination.
The Migrant Student
The schooling of the migrant child is frequently
interrupted by movements of his parents from one community

to another.

Studies indicate that most migrant families

do not spend more than five months in one general area and
sometimes as little as five days in one area during the
re 6ru1a:r school year.
time from school.

Consequently, the migrant child loses

As stated by Haney,

11

Migrant children

:1.re:n't educationally retarded because of lack of intelli-

genee, but because they lack the opportunity to attend
school" (8 :8).

14
Mexican-American students living in ethnic
enclaves travel long distances to school after working in
the fields in the morning.

They return to work in the

fields after school hours.

The Fair Labor Standards Act

of 1951 attempted to provide greater educational opportunities for migrant youngsters who reside and work in
this country.

Markoff indicated that, "· • . this act,

popularly known as the Wage-Hour Act protected the educational rights of most children by prohibiting their
employment during school hours" (13:181).

School dis-

tricts skirted this legislation by declaring seasonal
crop vacations designed to allow the legal harvesting of
crops by students.

However, this did not solve the

migrant's educational problem as indicated in a further
'

statement by Markoff:
Migrant children on the move have a hard enough
time in obtaining an education, and cldsed schoolhouses only add to their hardships (13:181).
Migrant students move on while resident students return
to their schools to continue their studies.

Additionally

Markoff suggests that many migrant students don't enroll
until they return to their home-base state because of one
or more cf the follcwing reasons:
l.

Parent's lack of education.

2.

Children are needed to help care for younger

children.

3.

Language barrier in schools.
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4.

Schools' attitude of rejection.

5.

Failure to enforce attendance laws (13:8).

School bo a rds, at the urging of the Federal government, have begun to t a ke a realistic look at their
curricula in recent years.

Bi-lingual persons of graduate

and non-graduate levels are be.ing employed.

Fed.eral aid

to education has been earmarked for educating migrant
children.

Head Start and Migrant Summer School programs

have been originated in many schools in the Pacific Northwest.

Public school teachers are being urged to acquire

more knowledge of the Mexican-American culture.

Anglo-

Americans and Mexican-Americans are working together on
common problems in the local communities.

An example of

such interest was recorded in an article by Shotwell:
A teacher devised a special project for her class
during the week preceding the opening of school, when
she and her colleagues called on migrant parents,
telling about the school and inviting them to have
their children ready for the school bus on the opening
day (21:268).
Further on, the following suggestions were recorded
u1

the same article as guidelines applicable to migrants:
1.
2.

3.

Urge atte ndance in school.
Enroll as soon as returning to an area.
Teach skills native to their culture (21:269).

Rodriguez stated:
Ame:r.·ican cornnuni ty now.
( 20: 26).

"There is spirit in the MexicanThey see education as the means"

lYls,.ny Mexican-American students have lagged at

l east a y ea:r- behind. the na tional norms.

Mexican-American

16

leaders are patiently requesting superior schooling for
their youngsters as a major contribution toward acculturation and social class mobility.

It is an undeniable

fact that migrant children in the past have rarely gotten
enough education to permit their advancement above their
low economic level.
I.

TEST SELECTION

The tests selected to be used in this study encompassed the measurement of skills in throwing, catching,
kicking, jumping, running, power, strength and endurance
and speed.
'rests Used
Two tests were used in this study.

Robert D.

Johnson's "Measurements of Achievement in Fundamental
Skills of Elementary School Children" and the Washington
State Physical Fitness Test for Elementary Children, by
Kirchner.
J?undamental Skills Test Items
1.

Throw-and-catch

2.

Kicking

3.

Zig--Zag Run

4.

,Jump--and-Reach

17
P~ysical Fitne s s Test Items
1.

Standing Broad Jump

2.

Bench Push-Ups

3.

Curl-Ups

4.

Squat Jump

5.

30-yard Dash

Criteria Employed in the Selection of Tests
1.

The events involved during the testing pro-

cedure should be safe for fourth grade children ..
2.

Tests should be administered within the

physical confines of the school structure.
3.

Tests should be appropriate for testing boys

and girls.

4.

Tests should reliably measure physical fitness

and basic skills.

5.

Tests should be easily organized, scored,

supervised, and administered.
6.

Tests should provide individual scores c9n-

ducive to statistical treatment.

7.

1focessary equipment should be available or

economically obtained.
8.

Tests should be administered by the teaching

.force available.
Relia bili ty of the Tests
The r e liabili ·t y of Jobnson' s tes·t was determined
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by the test-retest technique.

All of the r's were sig-

nificantly different from zero at the 1 percent level of
confidence.
The reliability of each test item in Kirchner's
Washington State Physical Fitness Test for Elementary
Children was determined by test-retest procedure employing 100 elementary school children ranging in age from
six to twelve years.
as follows:

The reliability coefficients were

Standing Broad Jump .764; Bench Push-Ups

.889; Curl-Up .948; Squat Jump .930; 30-yard Dash .840
(11:45).
Validity of the Tests
Johnson determined the validity of the five test
items by having the classroom teachers rank participants
for their performance in each test activity prior to the
administration of each specific test item.

The results

of the ranking were correlated with the test results.
The magnitude of the r's showed that there was an adequate
positive relationship between the rankings and the test
scores.
The Washington State Physical Fitness Test for
Elementary Children correlates .811 with the AAHPER Youth
Fitness Test (11:45).
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II.

RELATED STUDIES

A review of the literature revealed virtually a
total absence of r e search done involving comparative
studies of migrant and non-migrant physical fitness and
skills abilities.

Research conducted using the migra~t

population as pa rticipants dealt with social, economic,
and academic disparities rather than physical disparities.
It is with a great deal of concern that this writer notes
this absence of concern for the physical well-being of
the migrant child.
Investigations of studies using physical fitness
as their criteria for testing elementary aged children
generally indicated a lack of strength as being prevalent.
A study made by Kraus and Hirschland in 1954 involved
4,264 American participants and 2,870 European participants.

All tested subjects were from comparable urban

a nd suburban communities.

The tests were designed to

appraise the strength and flexibility of trunk and l~g
muscles.

Test results indicated 57.9 percent of the

Americans f a iled and 8.7 percent of the Europeans failed.
The article stated:

"The poor American showing can be

explained by our high degree of mechanization obviating
much phyf:3.ical activity" (12:178).

The results of the

Kra1J.s-Wc1ber report generated ala rm and concern among the
June r.i can public.

"Stop-gap" measures were incorporated
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into many adult life styles as well as into school
curricula.

Physical fitness became a popular concern.

Kirchner defined a physically fit child as"· . . one who
possesses adequate strength and vitality to carry out
duties of daily life activities, who has enough energy to
meet unforeseen emergencies, and who is free from disease
or from handicapping defects" (11:1).

Kirchner's test

battery was designed to measure strength, endurance, power
and speed.

If a child records a high level of performance

in these elements, he is considered to be physically fit,
according to Kirchner (11:1) ..
Cearly conducted a study to determine whether the
relationship between performance and age, performance and
height, performance and weight, and the combination of
age, height and weight were linear or nonlinear.

He con-

cluded that "the relationship between performance abil;i.ty
in standing broad jump, softball throw, six second run,
age, height, and weight is, for the boys and for the girls,
ages 9 to 17, nonlinear" (3:222).
A recent study of the relationships of age, height,
and weight to performa nces of boys and girls on the California Physical Performance Tests provided the following
data:

Since the relationships of height and weight vary

markedly from certain types of performance to others, and
all multiple relationships tend to be low, these results
sugg'::i f:l°t, that test norms may be based on age alone.
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Although age, height and weight has a somewhat higher
predictive value than age alone in a few tests at several
age levels, the amount of improvement is not sufficient
to justify the labor involved (7:152).
Johnson developed a test for the purpose of measuring·selectea fundamental skills of children grades one
to six.

Included in the test were motor performance

measurements in the following areas:

throw and catch,

kicking at a target, jump and reach, zig-zag run, and
batting.

Johnson concluded that the five tests would

objectively measure the achievement in fundamental skills
of boys and girls in grades one through six (10:94).
This test was used in this study.

CHAPTER III
METHO:DS ANTI PROCEDURES
This chapter consists of:

(I) description of test

items and procedure for their administration; (II) criteria
used in aelecting samples for control and experimental
groups; (III) the methods employed in conducting the daily
physical education programs; and (IV) collection of data
and statistics employed in analyzing the test information.

I.

:DESCRIPTION AN:D PROCE:DURE IN TESTING

The Washington State Physical Fitness Test was
selected as a test of physical fitness as per reliability
and validity criteria recorded in Chapter II.

This test

is commonly used in elementary schools of this state and
the reader is therefore referred to the test manual for
the contents of the test.

The manual of instructions was

followed precisely in conducting this study.
,Johnson's Measurement of Achievement in Fundamental Skills of Elementary School Children was selected
as a test of skills achievement as per validity and reliability criteria recorded in Cha pter II.
included t:.1e following i terns:

zig zag run, jump and

reach, kicking, and throw and catch.
22

Johnson's test
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zLs...~.2.,g Run
This test was designed to measure the speed and
agility of a student as he ran through a zig zag course.
Eoui pment.
Markings.

]four folding chairs and one stop watch.
Four folding chairs are placed six feet

apart on a gymnasium floor and behind a starting line and
an X placed on the wall of the gymnasium.

The first chair

is placed 6 feet from the starting line, and the last chair
The X, six inches in

is placed six feet from the wall.

size, is four feet from the floor and placed on the wall.
The length of the starting line is one foot.

There should

be an area twenty feet long behind the starting line that
is free from obstruction.
Directions for performance.

The subject is

instructed to stand behind the middle of the starting line
and, on the command "Go" to run either to the right or to
the left of the first chair, to zigzag around the three
remaj_ning chairs, to touch the X, to return in the same
manner, and to touch the starting line with his foot.
Scoring.

Time to the nearest tenth of a second

r equired for ru.nn.:Lng the course.

Three trials are given,

with the shortest time being the score.

For any of the

following fouls the subject is required to run the course
again:

having any part of the forward foot over the
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starting line ·when the command is given; not zigzagging
around the chairs in the prescribed manner; and not
touching the X on the wall before returning to the starting line (10:98).
(Tump and Reach

This test was designed to measure the explosive
leg power of a student.
Equipment.

Chalk dust, and one piece of construc-

tion paper, six inches wide and three feet high, ruled off
in half inches.
Markings.

Horizontal lines are drawn on the con-

struction paper one-half inch apart.

The paper is fastened

to the wall at such a height that the Oline on the chart
is just below the point that represents the standing reach
of the shortest performer.
~Direct.ions for performance.

The subject stands

with one sj_de of his body parallel with the wall chart.
He:! dips his forefinger in chalk, reaches as high as pos-

sible, and makes a chalk mark on the chart.

He then jumps

as .far as possible and makes a mark on the wall at the
peak of his ju.mp.
§coring.

The score is the inches (to the nearest

half-j_nch) between the two chalk marks.

The subject is
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given five jumps, with the highest jump r e corded as his
score.

The subject is not allowed to make any preliminary

steps forward b e fore the jump (10:99).
Kicking Test
This test was de signed to measure a student's ability to kick a soccer ball with accuracy at a wall target.
Equipment.
Ma rkings.

One soccer ball..
On a flat wall space, a target area

flve f eet high and ten feet wide is marked with one-half
inch tape.

This area is divided into five equal rectangles

plac e d perpe ndicular to the floor.

The number five is

taped i.n the center rectangle of the target, number three
is t a ped in the rectangles adjacent to the center rect a ngle, number one is t a ped on the two remaining rect a ngles.
marked:

On the floor three lines three feet long are
one is ten feet from the wall; one twenty feet;

and one, thirty feet from the wall.
Dire ctions for performance.

The subject places

the s occ e r ball behind the ten foot line marked on the
floor.

From tha t position he attempts to kick the ball

i n s uch a manner that it may hit the wall target.

The

s ubj e ct kicks thre e times from each of the lines marked
on the floor.

Two practice kicks are made at each line

before the three kicks for the r e cord are made.
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Scoring.

The su1)ject receives the nwnber of points

indicated on the target o..rea into which the ball is kicked.
If the ball is kicked on a line between two areas, the
score is that for the area with the larger nwnber.

A ball

kicked from in front of the restraining floor line counts
O, and another trial is given (10:100).

Throw and Catch Test
This test was designed to test the ability of a
student to throw a ball at a target and to catch the ball
successfully.
Equipment.

One eight and one--half inch playground

ball (grades 1, 2, 3) and a regulation-sized volleyball
(grades 4, 5, and 6).
Markings.

A three foot square is placed on a flat

wall with one-half inch tape.
feet from the floor.

Its bottom line is four

An inner square, ten inches from all

four sides, is placed on the wall target.

Starting three

feet from the wall, and in line with the wall target,
there

al'f;

placed five two foot squares, each one foot

behind the other.
:D1re ct ions for performance.

With both feet inside

the sq_ua:re the subject stands facing the wall target and
th:.t.:.' 'Yi'!S

the ba J.l at the wall target; keeping both feet

ins.hie the sq_uare he attempts to catch the ball in the air
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vrhen it rebounds from the wall.
in an underha nd motion.

The throw should be mad.e

After two practice trials the

subject is given three trials for record when he is in
ea ch of the five squares.
Scoring.

Two points for successfully throwing a

ball in or on the inner wall target square; two points for
successfully catching the rebounding ball in the air while
standing in the floor square; one point for successfully
throwing a ball in or on the outer wall target square; one
point for successfully catching the rebounding ball in the
air on or outside the floor square.

The subject's score

is the total points scored from all five squares.

If the

subject steps out of the square while throwing, the throw
is nullified and another trial is given (10:101).

II.

CONTROL AND EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS

Control Group
The control group consisted of all the Anglo~
American resident fou:r.th gra de students and all the
Tfo xican-American migra nt students enrolled at Outlook Elementa ry School.

All students not present for testing in

Se ptember of 1963 and 11:: :irch and June of 1969 were excluded
from the s tudy.

The control group was c omposed of 17

r e sident and 13 migra nt ·boys and J.O resident and three
migra nt girls, :for a total of 43.
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Experimental Group
The experimental group consisted of all the
Anglo-American resident fourth grade students and all
the Mexican-American migrant students enrolled at Chief
Kamiakin Elementary School.

All students not present

for testing in September of 1968 and March and June of
1969 were excluded from the study.

The experimental

group was composed of 50 resident and 30 migrant boys
and 46 resident and 19 migrant girls for a total of 145.
III.

ORGANIZATION OF THE PHYSICAL EDUCATION PROGRAM

Outlook School
The daily physical education programs for grade
four students at Outlook School were conducted under the
supervision of self-contained classroom teachers.

No

structured nine month course of study was employed for
use by the teachers.

The games and activities involved

were more of a non-instructed, "free play" nature commonly employed for playground recess play time.
Chief Kamiakin School
The Washington State Physical Education Curriculum Guide for Elementary Schools was used as a general
guid.e for the nine month physical education program at
Chief Kamiakin School.

Mr. Iblings taught all of the

boys' fourth grade physical education.

Miss Wade taught
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all of the girls' fourth grade physical education.
Regular boys' and girls' physical education classes followed an outlined program throughout the school year.
Physical fitness activities and skills activities were
included in each twenty five minute physical education
class period.
A remedial physical education class was designed
at Chief Kamiakin School as an attempt to eliminate dispa rities in physical fitness and skills levels between
the migrant and resident students.

All migrant Mexican-

American students in grade four were given one twenty
five minute remedial physical education class period per
week in addition to their regularly scheduled physical
education classes.

These remedial classes were conducted

as soon as the migrant population returned to Chief
Kamiakin School in the early spring.

Mr. Iblings and

Miss Wade conducted these classes also.

(For contents of

remedial program see Appendix A.)

IV.

COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA

~ecording Sc ores
Each individual's raw scores were recorded on score
cai.. ds at the time of administration of the test.
Test SCC?.£~.ng
The nine test items were scored and administered
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according to the instructions given by Kirchner and
,Johnson.

Raw scores earned were recorded for statistical

treatment on Kirchner's test.

Scores earned on Johnson's

test v-rere recorded as raw scores and can be compared to
percentile norms by referring to the appropriate tables
in Johnson's dissertation.
Statistical Treatment of Data
Two tasks are essential in the statistical treatment of the data, as follows:

(1) the control and experi-

mental groups must be shoi.m to be reasonably equal in
those variables which could be equated as relevant to the
study, and (2) differences between groups must be analyzed
statistically to determine significance of differences
between them.
For the first task above, McCloy's Classification
Index III (14:46), consisting of 10 x age plus weight will
be used.

At test will be computed for significance of

diffe:rence between experimental and control means for
groups constituted on a scale of Classification Index III.
For the second task, the differences between
experimental and control groups were assessed by use of
the H st::,. tistic, the Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of
variance by ranks, as explained by Siegel (22:184-194).
'l:he Kruskal-Wallis H test is simple, rapidly calculated
and possesses power-efficiency of 95.5 percent, as compared to its :param0t:ric com1terpart.

CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA
The purpose of this study was to determine the
basic motor skill and physical fitness levels of both
migrant and resident students enrolled in the Chief Kamiakin and Outlook Schools.

The migrant students enrolled at

Chief Kamiakin participated in a remedial physical education program during the months of March, April, May, and
part of June.

This program emphasized. :fitness activities

and skills activities selected according to indicated
weaknesses relating to daily playground activities.

The

resident students enrolled at Chief Kamiakin participated
in regular daily physical education activities.

Resident

and migrant students enrolled at Outlook comprised the
control group and participated only in non-structured
physical education classes.
The experimental group, resident and migrant students enrolled at Chief Kamiakin, were tested in September
(T 1 ), March (T 2 ), and. June (T ). Initially this group
3
consisted of the following: 50 resident boys, 46 resident
girls, 30 mi grant boys, and 19 migrant girls.
The control group, resident and migrant students
enrolled at Outlook School, were subjected to the same
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tests and testing schedule as recorded above.
group initially consisted of the following:

The control
17 resident

boys, 10 resident girls, 13 migrant boys, and three migrant
girls.

I.

EQUATING OF CONTROL AND EXPERIMENTAL GROU-PS
As indicated in Chapter III, both boys and girls

comprised the experimental and control groups.

Each group

was composed of both migrant and resident children.

In an

effort to make the sex groups equal at the outset of the
experiment, McCloy's Classification Index III (CI III)
(14:46), consisting of the formula lOAge + Weight, was the
first classifier employed.

Inter-group comparisons of the

means of the subject's T1 scores were made using the CI III
as a structural classifier to see if the groups were initially from the same age, height, weight population.

This

resulted int ratios that were statistically significant,
meaning that these groups were not from the same population, thus necessitating another attempt at group equalization.
NcCloy' s CI III was then modified. in a.n effort to
set up j_ntervals that would accommodate the total populations of both sex groups.

That is, an effort was made to

:fit the .i nterval scale to the group populations.

No satis-

factory interval scale could be designed which proved to be
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statistically operational; hence the CI III was abandoned
as a structural classifier.
The Wetzel Grid designed by Norman E. Wetzel,
M. D., was utilized as a second effort to equate the
groups.

The Wetzel Grid categorized the subjects on the

basis of physique and physical developmental levels.

"The

majority of the subjects recorded developmental levels
within a rather narrow range.

However, several cases were

recorded on the extreme outside levels of the classifier
and as a result would have had to be either eliminated
from the study or accommodated with a homogeneous subgroup, thus spoiling its homogeneity.

Consequently, the

Wetzel Grid was abandoned as a group equating device.
The third attempt to equate the samples employed
McCloy's CI III as a structural classifier and Johnson's
jump and reach test as a performance classifier.

The

latter was chosen bec ause it contains the elements of force
ana. velocity, which are important aspects of many physical
e ducation skills.

The use of these two classifiers ~ro-

vided for the construction of a quadrant classification
table (Table I).

Bookwalter, Ballin, and Bookwalter (1:

512-519) ha d shown in an earlier study d.ealing with secondary school boys that McCloy's Classification Index I
(CI 1), emp1oyed as a structural classifier, could be combL1ed. :3u.~c e ssfully with Larson's Dynamic Strength Test as

a performa~ce (specifically strength) classifier.

The
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first choice of these investigators as a two-factor
classifier was to partition a group into thirds by use of
Larson's Test and thence into halves by breaking each
third at its mean point to form halves based on McCloy's
CI 1.

Bookwalter, Ballin, and Bool0:1alter stated that the

theory of such an administrative grouping"· . . is that,
by grouping pupils one factor at a time, the effect of
each classifier will be to produce a homogeneity in that
factor" (1:512).

TABLE I
INTER-GROITP COMPARISONS OF T7
SCORES AND McCLOY'S CI III:

.

4.5
27

8.5

M=8.75

AND BEACH
BOYS (N=llO)

JUMP

9.0

14.5

II.

N=27

';i:
./

N=25

I.

Resident
Migrant

EXJ2.

9
8

Con.

4

4

Resident
Migrant

Exp.

Con.

11

4

s·

T

170
III.

N=:27

Resident
Migrant

;E]5°~•

Con.
-3-

7

3

14

IV.

N=31
Exp.

Resident
Migrant

19

4

Con.

E>
2

10 6

A mean score of 8~75 was computed for the boys'
jump and reach test.

Hence, the left two quadrants had a

perform8.:nce scale extending from 4.5" to 8.5".

The right
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two quadrants had a performance scale extending from 9.0"
to 14.5".

The vertical scale was empirically established

to include CI III scores from a low of 106 to a high of

273.
The limited number of migrant control boys and
girls was not adequate for proper utilization of the CI III
and the jump and reach quadrant as a performance and structural classifier and was consequently abandoned.
The fourth attempt to equate the populations
employed an age classifier only, using the total months of
age of each subject.

A one-tailed t ratio test was applied

to the uncorrelated groups to determine statistically the
significance of difference between the means of the groups
compared.

At ratio below 1.0 was considered acceptable.

Experimental groups were reduced in number until t ratios
below 1.0 were reached.

Thus, differences between the

groups could then be considered merely chance-related.
Therefore, the final results indicated that there was no
significant difference between the age levels of the
experimental and control groups in the adjusted populations.

In all further statistical efforts between the

experimental and control groups at T2 and T the same
3
subjects were held out of the experimental groups. Tables
II and III portray the initial and final t ratios resulting from comparisons between migrant and resident students.
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TABLE II
SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MEANS OF MIGRANT
VERSUS RESIDENT BOYS: AGE IN MONTHS

Comparison Between
Initial

diff

SEdiff

df

t

7.20*

2.06

78

3.49

ExpM (N==30)

ExpR (N=50)

(N=24)

(N=35)

1.70

1.87

57

.90

Initial

ConM (N=13)

ConR (N=l7)

2.50

3.19

28

.78

Initial

ExpM (N=24)

ConR (N=17)

2.90

2.23

39

1.30

(N=21)

(N=l7)

1.00

2.32

36

• 68

ExpR (N=35)

ConM (N=l3)

1.30

2.95

46

.44

Final

Final
Initial

*Differences are underscored where the migrant was older.
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TABLE III
SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MEANS OF MIGRANT
VERSUS RESIDENT GIRLS: AGE IN MONTHS

Comparison Between
Initial

diff

SEdiff

df

t

3.50*

1.88

63

1.86

ExpM (N=19)

ExpR (N=46)

(N=l9)

(N=37)

1.70

1.76

54

.96

Initial

ExpM (N=17)

ConR (N=lO)

3.18

3.39

25

.93

Initial

ConR (N=lO)

ConM (N=3)

4.20

6.22

12

.67

Initial

ConM (N=3)

ExpR (N=46)

3.30

5.27

47

.62

Final

-l<-Differences are underscored where the migrant was older.
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II.

PLAN FOR ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

In order to better understand what is entailed in
the analysis of the data comprising this study, a complete
picture is presented on page 39.

It is chiefly diagra-

matic but is supplemented by narrative explanation also.
By way of brief review, the subjects were both
boys and girls of grade four from two schools of Sunnyside
District #201.

The two schools were Chief Kamiakin, desig-

nated as the experimental school, and Outlook, designated
a.s the control school.

The groups being compared were

designated as resident and migrant, defined in Chapter I,
and often referred. to hereafter as Rand M.
Table IV portrays the groups to be compared with
the expectation of the outcome of each of the analyses at

T1 , T2 , and T .
3

In addition, an abbreviated statement of

the problem for each group comparison along with a brief
statement of the vvri ter' s hypothesis appears at the right
side of the table.

Footnotes beneath the table explain

the symbols and initials used therein.

III.

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN EXPERIJYIENTAL
.Al-TD CONTROL GROUPS

Choice of Statistical
.
-·Test
·-.....-,-

The Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of variance by
ranks, knovn1 as the "I-I" test, was employed as the sta tistical procedure to determine whether the test samples were
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significantly different or from the same population.
Siegel describes the procedure in the following manner:
Sample values almost invariably differ somewhat
and the question is whether the differences among the
samples signify genuine population differences or
whether they represent merely chance variations, such
as are to be selected among several random samples
from the same population (22:184).
In this study the differences between T1 and T2
scores, and T2 and T scores, for fitness and skills were

3

ranked using rank one either for the greatest regression
or the slightest improvement.

The ranking procedure pro-

ceeded with the most improved score being assigned the
highest rank.

This procedure was employed to determine

if the test score differences between T1 and T2 , and T2
and T , on the physical fitness tests and the skills

3

tests, when ranked, could have resulted from mere chance
variations, or whether the differences were significant
and could be attributed to different physical education
programs.

H

The formula is:

=

_ _1_2_ _ \
N (N + 1)

L

NR

2

- 3 (N + 1)

(22:189)

.Q_ho .i ce of Level for Rejection of the Null Hypothesis
Or .iinarily in behavioral research the minimum
1

aeceptable level of confidence at which a null hypothesis
may be rejected is the five percent level.

This is to say

that the outcome found will occur 95 times out of 100 as
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the result of the operation of the experimental conditions
and that only five times out of 100 could such an outcome
be attributed to chance alone.

This imposes a stringency

of control on the investigator which tends to lend admirable credence to his work.

There are times, however,

when the nature of the investigation is such that considerable credence may be attached to rejection of the null
hypothesis at less than the customary five percent level
of confidence.

It was suggested and unanimously concurred

in by the Thesis Committee that this investigation was
such a case in point, for the reasons which follow.
The writer subscribes wholeheartedly to the point
of view that play as a human endeavor, when genuinely
engaged in without restraint, acts as a powerful leavener
among the participants.

Social background, ethnic origin,

color, race, creed are all rendered equal and the participants are judged solely on the merits of their skill.
J)r. GlerJ1 Olds, former p:eesident of Springfield College,
alluded to this point of view, although he used the term
"sport" rather than ":play" and applied the idea to adults
rather than children, in this statement:
Sports teaches self-discovery, self-acceptance,
self-control, and self-giving. Taken seriously, such
principles could reform our culture, our education,
and ourselves. They would put the players, not the
coacheR, in charge of the game on examination day.
They would put equalization of opposition, not power
to win, as the aim of a good game and real sport.
They would make devBlopment of the total powers of
the person, not skill in a few, the mark of sport as
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education at its best. They would affirm the proper
mission o.f education as the molding of men who find
themselves in action, accept themselves in performance, control themselves by rules and give themselves
for the sake of others (18:4).
If the contention of the writer is correct about
the value of play to modify human behavior in a positive
way its value should be made knovm to other school districts in which the same concern for the social acculturation of the migrant is manifest.

It was felt by the

Thesis Committee that such value of play need not be held
accountable at the five percent level of confidence-rather that to do so would be to mask, in a sense, those
values which were close to, but in actuality did fail to
reach the necessary statistical level.

Therefore, in

order not to discourage a potential reader who might be
vitally interested in the approach attempted here, it
was decided to reduce the level for rejection of the null
hypothesis from the five percent to the twenty percent
level.
Statistical Comparisons Between Experimental Migrant
and B1f12erimental Resident
Boys, Tl to T2. By way of brief review, the
changes in each of the scores from Tl to T2 for the individual,J in each of the two compared groups were ranked in
a single list from low to high.

Analysis of these ranks

for the tvrn compared groups was made by the H statistic.
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In the Johnson J?undamental Skills Test none of
the changes made from T1 to T2 ...,,,ere significant for either
group. In the Washington State Physical Fitness Test the
changes made from T1 to T2 by the ExpR group were significant at the 10 percent level of confidence in standing
broad jump, at the 20 percent level for the bench pushups and at the five percent level for the 30-yard dash.
Change scores for curl-ups and squat jump were not significant for either group.

Changes.from T1 to T2 favoring
the ExpR group were to be expected, as they had the benefit of consistent exposure to directed physical activities
not experienced by the migrant group over the same time
period.

Table V shows the data referred to above.

Boys, T2 . to Ty In the Johnson Test, the change
in scores by the ExpM group was better than that shown by
the ExpR group in the jump and reach test at the 10 percent level and in the throw and catch test at the · two
percent level of confidence.

Zig zag run and kicking test

changes favored neither group significantly.
In the Washington State Test the ExpM group made
significant improvements from T2 to T in bench push-ups
3
and squat jumps at the one percent level, in standing
broad jwnp at the five percent level and in curl-ups at
the 10 pex·cent level.
insi gnific2.nt.

Changes in 30-yard dash times were

It is quite obvious here that the ExpM

TABLE V
SIGKIFIC.Al{CE

03"'

DIFFERENCE IN CHAN"GE SCORES BETWEEN EXPERIMENTAL

MIGRAliT (N=24) AND EXPERIMENTAL RESIDENT (N=35)

BOYS:

-

-

·=

T1 TO T2

Washington State Physical Fitness Test
Change Scores

Johnson's Fundareental Skills Test
Change Scores
ExpM

ExpR

H

• 15 Sec.

.25 Sec •

.66 In.

.90 In.

2.62 Pts.

1.60 Pts.

1.02

2.92 Pts.

1.80 Pts.

• 80

1.31
• 20

Probability· Test
Item

>- 30 <· 20
>· 70 <· 50
>·50 <· 30
>· 50 (. 30

H

Probability

ExpM

ExpR

A

1.04 In.

2.31 In.

3.15

>.10 <. 05

B

1.75 Rep •

3.08 Rep.

2.49

). 20 <.10

C

1.62 Rep.

2.74 Rep.

• 30

D

1.37 Rep •

2.11 Rep.

1.02

>· 70 <· 50
>· 50 <- 30

E

.17 Sec.

.32 Sec.

5.04

).05 <-02

Johnson's Fundamental Skills Test

Washington State Physical Fitness Test

Test Item A= Zig Zag Run

Test Item A= Standing Broad Jump

Test Item B = Jump and Reach

Test Item B = Bench Push-ups

Tast Item C
Test Item D

= Kicking Test
= Throw and Catch

Test Item C = Curl-ups
Test Item D = Squat Jump
Test Item E = 30-yard Dash

~
~
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group was able to profit greatly from the remedial physical education program made available to them.

Table VI

contains the data.
Girls, T1 to T2 • In the Jor.u1son Te st, the ExpR
group's change scores were better for the kicking test at
the 20 percent level and for the throw and catch test at
the 10 percent level of confidence.

Zig zag run and jump

and reach test changes favored neither group significantly.
In the Washington State Fitness Test the change
score of the ExpR group in the 30-yard dash test was better
at the 20 percent level of confidence.

Neither group's

change scores were significant for the standing broad jump
test, the bench push-up test, the curl-up test nor the
squat jump test (Table VII).

These test scores supported

the operational hypothesis set forth at the outset of this
study as shown in Table IV.
Girls, T2 to T . In the Johnson Test the change
3
scores for the ExpM group were better in the zig zag run
test, the jump and reach test and the throw and catch test
at the 20 percent level of confidence.

The change scores

in the kicking test vrere not significantly better for
either group.
In the Washington State Test the change score for
the ExpM group in the s tanding broad jump was better at
the 20 pe rcent level and in the bench push-up test and

TABLE VI
SIGNIFICAKCE OF DIFFERENCE IN CHANGE SCORES BETWEEN EXPERIMENTAL
I•1IGRANT (N=24) AN:o EXPERIMENTAL RESIIlENT (N=35)
BOYS: T2 TO T3
-

---

Jobnson's Fundamental Skills Test
Change Scores
ExpR

ExpM

H

Probability

.002 ). 99

Washington State Physical Fitness Test
Change Scores
Test
Item

Probability

ExpM

ExpR

A

3.79 In.

2.40 In.

4.28

) • 05 <.02

H

.24 Sec.

• 25 Sec.

• 88 In.

.61 In.

3.84

).10 <.05

B

4.66 Rep.

2.60 Rep •

6.86

) .01 <. 001

3.04 Pts.

2.74 Pts.

• 84

>· 50 <· 30

C

4.58 Rep •

2.94 Rep.

3.58

).10 <-05

4.45 Pts.

2.60 Pts.

6.44

).02 (.01

D

5.08 Rep.

3.02 Rep.

8.76

).01 <(.001

E

.28 Sec.

.31 Sec.

- .10

).80

<· 70

Johnson's Fundamental Skills Test

Washington State Physical Fitness Test

Test Item A= Zig Zag Run

Test Item A= Standing Broad Jump

Test Item B

=

Jump and Reach

Test Item B

Test Item C

=

Kicking Test

Test Item D

=

Throw and Catch

= Bench Push Ups

· Test Item C

=

Curl Ups

Test Item D

=

Squat Jump

Test Item E

= 30 Yard Dash

~

0\

TABLE VII
SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCE IN CHANGE SCORES BETWEEN EXPERIMENTAL
MIGRANT (N=19) AND EXPERIMENTAL RESIDENT (N=37)
GIRLS: T1 TO T2
-

-·

Johnson's Fundamental Skills Test
Change Scores

ExpR

ExpM

H

Probability

Washington State Physical Fitness Test
Change Scores
Test
Item

ExpM

ExpR

H

Probability

1.00

) . 50

<· 30

3.16 Rep •

.85

>· 50

<- 30

3.02 Rep.

3.21 Rep.

.66

). 50

D

1.79 Rep.

1.92 Rep.

• 59

>- 50

<· 30
<- 30

E

.21 Sec.

• 33 Sec.

2.29

>. 20

(.10

. 25 Sec.

.36 Sec.

• 68

) • 50

<. 30

A

1.68 In.

1.62 In .

. 76 In.

.86 In.

.20

>. 70 <. 50

B

2.36 Rep.

1.21 Pts.

2.13 Pts.

2.47

>- 20

<.10

C

1.15 Pts.

3.78 Pts.

3.85

) .10

<. 05

Johnson's Fundamental Skills Test

Washington State Physical Fitness Test

Test Item A= Zig Zag Run

Test Item A= Standing Broad Jump

Test Item B = Jump and Reach

Test Item B = Bench Push Ups

Test Item C

=

Kicking Test

Test Item D = Throw and Catch

· Test Item C = Curl Ups
Test Item D = Squat Jump
Test .Item E = 30 Yard Dash

-i::=-.J
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squat jump test at the one perc e nt level of confidence.
The change scores in the curl up test and the 30 yard dash
test favored neither group significantly.

The above

changes which are significant, as recorded in Table VIII,
are believed to be attributable to the change in physical
education program offered to the ExpM group.
Statistical Comparisons Between Control Migrant
and Control Resident
Boys, T1 to T2 • In the Johnson Test the change
scores in the kj_cking test favored the ConM group at the
20 percent level of confidence while the change scores in

the throw and catch test f a vored the ConR group at the
same level.

The change scores recorded in the z.i.g zag run

test and the jump and reach test were not significantly
better for either group.
In the Washington State Test the change scores in
the bench push up test and the squat jump test favored the
ConR group at the 20 percent level and in the standing
broa d jump at the five percent level of confidence.

The

change s cores in the curl up test and the 30 yard dash
test were not significantly better for either group.
Ta ble IX fer data discussed above.

See

Four of the nine

cha nge scores significantly favored the ConR group from
m
+uO
1--,
_L

T
-')•
c..

This was to be expected due to the differences

TABLE VIII
SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCE IN CHANGE SCORES BETWEEN EXPERIMENTAL
MIGRANT (N=l9) AND EXPERIMENTAL RESIDENT (N=37)
GIRLS: T2 TO T ·
3
-

=·

Joh..~son's Fundamental Skills Test
Change Scores

Washington State Physical Fitness Test
Change Scores

Probability

Test
Item

ExpM

ExpR

2.21

).20 <.10

A

2.36 In.

1.86 In •

1.77

).20 (.10

1.64

).20 <.10

B

4.00 Rep.

1.86 Rep.

7.29

>. 01

2.83 Pts.

.76

>- 50 "-· 30

C

3.63 Rep.

2.40 Rep.

1.51

>-30(.20

3.08 Pts.

2.84

) • 20 <-10

D

4.53 Rep.

2.59 Rep.

8.97

E

.23 Sec.

.22 Sec.

• 59

Ex-o

""M

Ex-o
·R

. 55 Sec.

.46 Sec.

.92 In.

.68 In.

3.00 Pts.
4.00 Pts.

H

H

Probability

<_. 001

>. 01 <_. 001
>·50 <· 30

Job...~son's Fundamental Skills Test

Washington State Physical Fitness Test

Test Item A= Zig Zag Run

Test Item A= Standing Broad Jump

Test Item B

= Ju.mp

and Reach

Test Item C = Kicking Test
Test Item D

= Throw

and Catch

= Bench Push Ups
Test Item C = Curl Ups

Test Item B

Test Item D
Test Item E

= Squat Jump
= 30 Yard Dash

..p..
~

TABLE IX
SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCE IN CHANGE SCORES BETWEEN CONTROL
MIGRANT (N=l3) Af-i'J) CONTROL RESIDENT (N=l7)
BOYS:

~\ TO T 2

Washington State Physical Fitness Test
Change Scores

Johnson's Fundamental Skills Test
Change Scores
Co1½1
.23 Sec.

r,

c) Yl

.I

\.• '· ""-R

.26 Sec.

I

H

1.21

Test
Item

ConM

<· 20

A

1.31 In.

5.35 In.

4.87

>-05 <-02
).20 <.10

Probability
) • 30

H

ConR

Probability

• 97 In.

.62

).50 <-30

B

1.92 Rep.

3.29 Rep •

1.74

2.77 Pts.

1.00 Pts.

2.07

).20 (.10

C

2.92 Rep.

5.94 Rep.

• 61

1.15 Pts.

3.59 Pts.

2.08

>· 20 .(.10

D

3.08 Rep.

5.06 Rep.

1.77

>- 20 <_.10

E

.12 Sec.

.18 Sec.

1.10

).30<.20

1.23 In.

>. 50

<-30

Johnson's Fundamental Skills Test

Washington State Physical Fitness Test

Test Item A= Zig Zag Run

Test Item A= Standing Broad Jump

Test Item B = Jump and Reach

Test Item B = Bench Push Ups

Test Item C = Kicking Test
Test Item D = Throw and Catch

· Test Item C = Curl Ups
Test Item D = Squat Jump
Test Item E = 30 Yard Dash

\J1

0
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in school attendance opportunities favoring the ConR group
during the time space between T1 and T2 •
Boys, T2 to T . In the Johnson Test none of the
3
change scores made from T2 to T were significant for
3
either group. In the Washington State Test the change
score in the bench push up test favored the ConR group
at the 10 percent level of confidence.

The change scores

in the standing broad jump test, the curl up test, the
squat jrunp test, and the 30 yard dash test favored neither
group significantly (Table X).

In the time space between

T2 and T both Rand M groups attended school regularly.
3
This suggests that the absence of significant change
scores favoring either group in eight test items supports
in a relative way the operational hypothesis stated on
line two, Table IV.
Girls, T1 to T2 • In the Johnson Test the change
scores for the ConR group were better at the 20 percent
level of confidence in the zig zag run test.

The change

scores in jump and reach, kicking, and throw and catch
favored neither group significantly.

The change scores,

'.r 1 to T2 , .i.n tbe Washington State Test were quite similar
j_n

that the change scores favored the ConR group at the

five percent level of confidence in the speed test (30
yard d::1.oh) and no sig.r:tificantly different change scores
·were :ceeo:r·c.=ted in any other test i tern.

The change score

TABLE X
SIGNTFICAfWE OF DIFFERENCE L\T CHANGE SCORES BETvfEEN CONTROL
MIGRANT (N=l3) .Al\ffi CONTROL RESITIENT (N=l7)
BOYS: T 2 TO T3
=

Jobnson's Fundamental Skills Test
Change Scores
ConM

ConR

H

Probability

Washington State Physical Fitness Test
Change Scores
Test
Item

ConM

ConR

H

.47

Probability

<. 30

A

2.00 In.

1.76 In •

.34

>- 50 <. 30
>· 70 <· 50

B

3.62 Rep.

6.71 Rep •

2.79

4.15 Pts., 5.12 Pts.

. 88

). 50 (. 30

C

3.23 Rep .

5.65 Rep.

.67

>·50

.(. 30

3.31 Pts.

.29

>- 70 <. 50

D

1.54 Rep.

3.53 Rep.

.99

>. 50

.(. 30

E

.22 Sec.

.26 Sec.

.28

). 70

<. 50

• 24 Sec.

.36 Sec.

.69

.46 In.

• 15 In.

4.41 Pts.

). . 50

>.10 <.05

Johnson's Fundamental Skills Test

Washington State Physical Fitness Test

Test Item A= Zig Zag Run

Test Item A= Standing Broad Jump

Test Item B = Ju.mp and Reach

Test Item B = Bench Push Ups

Test Item C = Kicking Test
Test Item D = Throw and Catch

· Test Item C = Curl Ups
Test Item D = S~uat Jump
Test Item E = 30 Yard Dash

\J1

N
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recorded as 0 in Table XI represents the net effect of two
improved scores offset by a single score which regressed
in an equal amount, in the zig zag run test for the ConM
group.

The above information is recorded in Table XI.

Girls, T2 and T . The change scores in the Johnson
3
Test and Washington State Physical Fitness Test did not
favor either group significantly in any of the test items.
See Table XII for this information.

The absence of any

significantly different change scores from T2 to T was to
3
be expected as no structured or remedial physical education programs were provided for either control group during
that period of time.
Statistical Comparisons Between Experimental Migrant
and Control Resident
Boys, T1 to T2 • The change scores in the Washington State Physical Fitness Test did not favor either
group in any test item.

The Johnson Test change scores

in the squat ju.mp test favored the ConR group at the 20
percent level and in the standing broad jump test at the
one percent level of confidence.

The change scores in

bench push ups, curl ups and 30 yard dash favored neither
group significantly.

The above data are recorded in

Table XIII.
Eoy,3, T

2 to T3 •

In the Johnson Test the change

TABLE XI
SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCE IN CHANGE SCORES BETWEEN CONTROL
MIGRANT (N=3) AND CONTROL RESIDENT (N=lO)
GIRLS: T1 TO T2

-

..

Johnson s Fundamental Skills Test
Change Scores

Washington State Physical Fitness Test
Change Scores

1

ConR

ConM
0.00 Sec.

.65 Sec.

Probability

Test
Item

ConM

ConR

1.82

). 20 <.10

A

1.67 In.

5.30 In.

.99

B

1.67 Rep.

4.10 Rep.

.84

>- 50 <. 30
>· 50 <- 30

C

6.00 Rep.

6.23 Rep.

.15

).80

D

7.67 Rep.

3.60 Rep.

.24

>- 70 <· 50

E

.27 Sec.

.90 Sec.

4-44

>-05 <.02

H

2.00 In.

1.40 In.

3.30 Pts.

2.90 Pts.

1.00

>· 50 <· 30
>· 50 '--· 30

7.00 Pts.

3.90 Pts.

• 64

>· 50 <. 30

H

1.00

Probability

<.. 70

Johnson's Fundamental Skills Test

Washington State Physical Fitness Test

Test Item A= Zig Zag Run

Test Item A= Standing Broad Jump

Test Item B = Jump and Reach

Test Item B

Test Item C = Kicking Test
Test Item D

= Throw

and Catch

· Te st Item C
Test Item D

= Bench Push
= Curl Ups
= Squat Jump

Ups

Test Item E = 30 Yard Dash

\J1
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TABLE XII
SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCE IN CHANGE SCORES BETWEEN CONTROL
MIGRANT (N=3) AND CONTROL RESIDENT (N=lO)
GIRLS: T 2 TO T3
====::.-::z:=._~

Jor. .nson' s Fundamental Skills Test
Change Scores

ConM

ConR

H

Probability

Washington State Physical Fitness Test
Change Scores
Test
Item

ConM

ConR

H

Probability

• 17 Sec.

.47 Sec •

• 83

>- 50

<(. 30

A

2.67 In.

3.80 In •

.96

>. 50 <. 30

• 33 In.

.35 In •

.11

>.80

<- 70

B

3.30 Rep.

4.80 Rep.

• 57

>· 50

5.30 Pts.

3.40 Pts.

.16

).70 <'._.50

C

5.67 Rep.

5.90 Rep.

.99

>-50 <.30

.67 Pts.

1.80 Pts.

.69

). 50 .(. 30

D 10.00 Rep.

5.50 Rep.

1.37

>-30 .(.20

.50 Sec ..

.35 Sec.

.99

>· 50 <· 30

E

Johnson's Fundamental Skills Test
Test Item A= Zig Zag Run
Test Item B = Jump and Reach
Test Item C = Kicking Test
Test Item D = Throw and Catch

-··.-

.(. 30

Washington State Physical Fitness Test
Test Item A= Standing Broad Jump
Test Item B = Bench Push Ups
· Test Item C = Curl Ups
Test Item D = Squat Jump
Test Item E = 30 Yard Dash

\J7
\J7

TABLE XIII
SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCE IN CHANGE SCORES BETWEEN EXPERIMENTAL
MIGRANT (N=21) AND CONTROL RESIDENT (N=l7)
BOYS: T1 TO T2

-Washington State Physical Fitness Test
Change Scores

Johnson's Fundamental Skills Test
Change Scores
ExpM

ConR

H

Probability

Test
Item

ExpM

ConR

H

Probability
) .01 <.001

.12 Sec.

• 25 Sec.

.30

) • 70 (. 50

A

1.29 In •

4.76 In.

9.89

.64 In.

• 97 In.

.46

>· 50

<-30

B

1,.48 Rep •

1.06 Rep.

.09

>.80

2.62 Pts.

1.71 Pts.

.06

).90 <.BO

C

1.57 Rep.

3.00 Rep.

.18

>.80 (. 70

3.29 Pts.

3.59 Pts.

.13

>.BO (. 70

D

1.00 Rep.

4.41 Rep.

2.14

>.20 <.10

E

.20 Sec.

.19 Sec.

.03

>. 90

<· 70

<.80

Johnson's Fundamental Skills Test

Washington State Physical Fitness Test

Test Item A= Zig Zag Run

Test Item A= Standing Broad Jump

Test Item B = Jump and Reach

Test Item B = Bench Push Ups

Test Item C = Kicking Test
Test Item D = Throw and Catch

· Test Item C = Curl Ups
Test Item D
Test .Item E

= Squat Jump
= 30 Yard Dash

\J"I
0\
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scores in the kicking test favored the ConR group at the
10 percent level of confidence.

The change scores in the

zig zag run, jump and reach, and throw and catch favored
neither group significantly.
In the Washington Test the change scores in the
bench push ups favored the ExpM group at the 20 percent
level, in the 30 yard dash, at the five percent level, in
the squat jump, at the two percent level, and in the
standing broad jump, at the one percent level of confidence.

The change scores in the curl ups were not signi-

ficantly better for either group (Table XIV).

The

improvement in change scores for the ExpM group was to
be expected (as indicated in Table IV) because of the
exposure this group had to a remedial physical education
program not experienced by the ConR group over the same
period~ T2 to T •
3
Girls, T1 to T2 • The Johnson Test change · scores
.favored the ConR group in the jump and reach and kicking
tests at the 20 percent level and in the zig zag run at
the five percent level of confidence.

Throw and catch

changes favored neither group significantly.
The Wash.i.ngton State Test change scores favored
the ConR group in the squat jump at the 20 percent level
of confidence.

The change score in the 30 yard dash

favored the ExpM group at the two percent level of

TABLE XIV
SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCE IN CHANGE SCORES BETWEEN EXPERIMENTAL
¥.JGRANT (N=21) AN.D CONTROL RESIDENT (N=l7)
BOYS: T2 TO T
3

~-Jo£.u18on 1 s Fundamental Skills Test
Change Scores
ExpM

ConR

- ---

Washington State Physical Fitness Test
Change Scores

H

Probability

Test
Item

ExpM

ConR

H

Probability

.30 Sec.

.27 Sec.

• 04

).90 <.so

A

3.85 In.

.76 In •

10.44

).01 <.001

.88 In.

.76 In.

.04

). 90 <-80

B

4.57 Rep.

2.00 Rep.

2.11

).20 .(.10

2.85 Pts.

5.05 Pts.

2.85

>.10 <·05

C

5.00 Rep.

5.65 Rep.

.10

>. 50 <· 30

3.76 Pts.

3.65 Pts.

• 54

>- 50 <. 30

D

4.95 Rep.

2.82 Rep.

6 .. 00

>.02 <.Ol

E

.46 Sec.

.24 Sec.

4.79

).05 <.02

Johnson's Fundamental Skills Test

Washington State Physical Fitness Test

Test Item A= Zig Zag Run

Test Item A= Standing Broad Ju.mp

Test Item B = Ju.mp and Reach

Test Item B = Bench Push Ups

Test Item C = Kicking Test
Test Item D = Throw and Catch

· Te st Item C = Curl Ups
Test Item E = 30 Yard Dash
\J1
(X)
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confidenc.e.

Change scores in standing broad jump, bench

push ups, and curl ups favored neither group significantly.
The above data are recorded in Table XV.

The above listed

change scores are compatible with the T

to T operational
3

2

hypothesis recorded in Table IV.
Girls, T2 to T . The Johnson Test change scores
3
favored the ExpM group in jump and reach at the 10 percent
level and in throw and catch at the five percent level of
confidence.

Change scores in zig zag run and ki?king were

not significantly favorable for either group.
Change scores in the Washington State Test favored
the ExpM group in bench push ups at the 10 percent level
of confidence.

Change scores in squat jump and 30 yard

dash favored the ConR group at the 20 percent level ~f
confidence.

Changes in standing broad jump and curl ups

were not significantly favorable for either group.
abcve data are recorded in Table XVI.

The

The favorable

change scores for the ConR group T 2 to T in the two test
3
items does not support the operational hypothesis recorded
in Table IV.

~istical Coml?arisons Between Experimental Resident
~nd Control Migrant
Boys, T1 to T2 • In the Johnson Test change scores
favored the ExpR group in the zig zag run at the one percent level of confidence.

Change scores in jump and reach

TABLE XV
SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCE IN CHANGE SCORES BETWEEN EXPERIMENTAL
MIGRANT (N=l7) AND CONTROL RESIDENT (N=lO)
GIRLS: T1 TO T2
Joh...~son 1 s Fundamental Skills Test
Change Scores
ConR

ExpM
.21 Sec.

• 59 Sec.

Washington State Physical Fitness Test
Change Scores

Probability

Test
Item

ExpM

ConR

H

Probability

4.03

).05 <.02

A

1.59 In.

3.10 In.

-79

>· 50 <- 30

H

1.03 In.

1.40 In.

1.63

). 20 <-~O

B

2.00 Rep.

2.20 Rep.

.15

>-95 ~- 90

1.29 Pts.

2.50 Pts.

1.76

).20 <.10

C

2.59 Rep.

4.20 Rep.

.17

). 70

1.29 Pts.

.10 Pts.

1.01

>- 50 <· 30

D

2.06 Rep.

5.60 Rep.

2.43

). 20 <.10

E

.21 Sec.

.09 Sec.

5.95

>-02 (. 01

<· 50

Johnson's Fundamental Skills Test

Washington State Physical Fitness Test

Test Item A= Zig Zag Run

Test Item A= Standing Broad Jump

Test Item B = Jump and Reach

Test Item B = Bench Push Ups

Test Item C
Test Item D

= Kicking Test
= Throw and Ca"tch

Test Item C
Test Item D
Test Item E

= Curl Ups
= Squat Jµmp
= 30 Yard Dash

(J\

0

TABLE XVI
SIGNIFICltliCE OF DIFFERENCE IN CHANGE SCORES .BETWEEN EXPERIMENTAL
MIGRANT (N=l?) AND CONTROL RESIDENT (N=lO)
GIRLS: T 2 TO T
3

=

.Jobnson' s ]?u:ndamental Skills Test
Change Scores

I

Washington State Physical Fitness Test
Change Scores

H

Probability

Test
Item

ExpM

ConR

H

.92

). 50 (. 30

A

2.47 In.

3.00 In.

.14

• 55 In.

3.01

) .lO <(.05

B

3.47 Rep.

2.80 Rep.

3.21

:>.10 <-05

3.00 ?ts.

2.90 Pts.

.14

).80

C

3.18 Rep.

4.90 Rep.

1.61

>· 30

<,. 20

4.53 Pts.

1.70 Pts.

4-. 35

>· 05

<· 70
<- 02

D

4.88 Rep.

6.50 Rep.

1.92

>. 20

<.10

E

.19 Sec.

.35 Sec.

1.89

>-20 <,.10

1<"-rp
,:_,.,,_ IvI

.55 Sec.
1.03 In.

ConR

.49

Sec.

Probability
).80

<. 70

Johnson's Fundamental Skills Test

Washington State Physical Fitness Test

Test Item A= Zig Zag Run

Test Item A= Standing Broad Jump

Test Item B = Jump and Reach

Test Item B = Bench Push Ups

Test Item C = Kicking Test

Test Item C = Curl Ups

Test Item D = Throw and Catch

Test Item D = Squat Jl).ID.p
Test Item E = 30 Yard Dash

0\
~
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and throw and catch favored neither group significantly.
In the Washington Test none of the change scores favored
either group significantly.

Table XVII shows the data

referred to above.
Boys, T2 to T . In the Johnson Test change scores
3
favored the ExpR group in jump and reach at the one percent level of confidence.

Change scores were not signi-

ficantly favorable for either group in zig zag run,
kicking, and throw and catch.
In the Washington Test change scores favored the
ExpR group at the five percent level in the 30 yard dash
and at the 20 percent level of confidence in squat. jump.
Change scores in standing broad jump, bench push ups, and
curl ups favored.neither group significantly.
data are recorded in Table XVIII.

The above

The findings recorded

above for T1 to T2 and T2 to T change scores are in
3
opposition to this writer's anticipated conclusions
established in Table IV.
Girls, T1 to T2 • Change scores in the Johnson
Test and the Washington Test favored neither group significantly (Table XIX).
Girls, T2 to T • In the Johnson Test change scores
3
favored the ExpR e;roup in the zig zag run and throw and
catch at the 20 percent level of confidence.

Change scores

T.AELE XVII

SIGNIFICAUGE OF DIFFERENCE IN CHANGE SCORES BETWEEN EXPERIMENTAL
RESIDENT (M=35) AND CONTROL MIGRANT (N=l3)
BOYS: T1 TO T 2
- -~-

Johnson's Fundamental Skills Test
Change Scores
ExpR
• 31 Sec.
• 93 In.

Co1½_r
.07 Sec.
1.23 In.

H

Probability

7.05

).01 <-001

.72

1.15 Pts.

5.00 Pts.

1.01

3.23 Pts.

1.15 Pts.

.09

Washington State Physical Fitness Test
· change Scores
Test
Item

Probability

ExpR

ConM

H

A

2.31 In .

3.15 In.

.96

). 50

>· 50 <· 30

B

2.97 Rep •

4.85 Rep.

.80

>· 50

).01 <.001

C

2.83 Rep.

2.77 Rep.

.03

<. 30
). 90 <.so

).80 <.10

D

2.40 Rep.

3.85 Rep.

.65

>· 50 <- 30

E

.31 Sec.

.26 Sec.

.84

). 50

<. 30

<. 30

Johnson's Fundamental Skills Test

Washington State Physical Fitness Test

Test Item A= Zig Zag Run

Test Item A= Standing Broad Jump

Test Item B = Jump and Reach

Test Item B = Bench Push Ups

Test Item. C = Kicking Test
Test Item D = Throw and Catch

·Test Item C

=

Curl Ups

Test Item D = Squat Jump
Test .Item E = 30 Yard Dash

0\
\.>l

T.AELE XVIII
SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCE IN CHANGE SCORES BETWEEN EXPERIMENTAL
RESIDENT (N=35) AND CONTROL MIGRANT (N=l3)
BOYS: T 2 TO T
3
Washington State Physical Fitness Test
Change Scores

JorJ1son s Fundamental Skills Test
Change Scores
1

ExpR

Co~

H

Probability

Test
Item

ExpR

ConM

H

>· 50 <· 30

A

2.40 In.

2.77 In •

.98

).01 <.001

B

2.63 Rep • . 2. 54 Rep •

Probability

<. 30

.25 Sec.

.26 Sec.

• 97

• 64 In.

.31 In.

7.38

2.71 Pts.

2.38 Pts.

.06

).90 (.80

C

2.71 Rep.

3.15 Rep.

.22

2.60 Pts.

3.15 Pts.

• 01

>-99

D

3.03 Rep •

1.31 Rep.

2.29

>· 30 <. 20
>· 70 <· 50
>· 20 <.10

E

.37 Sec.

.21 Sec.

4.09

).05 <-02

1.08

) • 50

Johnson's Fundamental Skills Test

Washington State Physical Fitness Test

Test Item A= Zig Zag Run

Test Item A= Standing Broad Jump

Test Item C = Kicking Test

= Bench Push Ups
Test Item C = Curl Ups

Test Item D = Throw and Catch

Test Item D = Squat Jump

Test Item B

= Jump and Reach

Test Item B

~est Item E = 30 Yard Dash

O'I

~

TABLE XIX
SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCE IN CHANGE SCORES .BETWEEN EXPERIMENTAL
RESIDENT (N=46) AND CONTROL MIGRANT (N=3)
GIRLS: T1 TO T2
Washington State Physical Fitness Test
Change Scores

Johnson's Fundamental Skills Test
Change Scores
E:r.:pR
.32 Sec.
.89 In.

Con11
.00 Sec.
2.00 In.

H

1.04
.30

Probability

Test
Item

ExpR

ConM

H

). 50 <-30

A

1.91 In.

1.67 In.

.11

>-80

<· 70

>· 70

.( •.50

B

3.22 Rep.

2.00 Rep.

1.14

). 30

<. 20

Probability

2.07 Pts.

5.00 Pts.

1.31

). 30 <-20

C

3.50 Rep.

6.00 Rep.

.88

>· 50 <· 30

3.96 Pts.

3.67 Pts.

.05

). 90 <.BO

D

2.07 Rep.

7.67 Rep.

1.12

>.30 <.20

E

.32 Sec ..

.23 Sec.

.18

>· 30

.(. 20

Johnson's Fundamental Skills Test

Washington State Physical Fitness Test

Test Item A= Zig Zag Run

Test Item A= Standing Broad Jump

Test Item B = Jump and Reach

Test Item B = Bench Push Ups

Test Item C = Kicking Test

Test Item C = Curl Ups

Test Item D = Throw and Catch

Test Item D = Squat Jump
Test Item E = 30 Yard Dash

O"\
\J1
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were not significantly favorable for either group in jwnp
and reach and kicking.
In the Washington Test change scores favored the
ExpR group significantly at the one percent level of confidence in bench push ups.

Change scores favored the ConM

group in bench push ups at the 2 percent level and in squat
jump at the 20 percent level of confidence.

Change scores

in standing broad jwnp and 30 yard dash favored neither
group significantly.
XX.

The above data are recorded in Table

It is suggested by this writer that the small nwnber

of subjects in the ConM group provided for a very limited
and unpredictable statistical analysis of change scores
for T1 to T2 and T2 to ~ •
3

TABLE XX
SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCE IN CH.ANGE SCORES .BETWEEN EXPERIME:NTAL
RESIDENT (N=46) A...""ill CONTROL MIGRANT (N=3)
GIRLS: T 2 TO T
3
Johnson's Fundamental Skills Test
Change Scores
"G'x-o
,.:., ·R

Co~

H

Probability

Washington State Physical Fitness Test
Change Scores
Test
Item

Probability

ExpR

ConM

H

2.67 In.

.13

) .80

<· 70
<- 001

.47 Sec.

• 17 Sec.

2.22

>.20

<.10

A

1.76 In ..

.70 In.

• 33 In.

.72

>. 50

<-30

B

2.48 Rep.

.33 Rep •

6.96

). 01

2.87 Pts.

5.33 Pts ..

.. 78

>. 50 <'.- 30

C

2.83 Rep •

5.67 Rep.

6.42

).02 <.Ol

3.20 Pts.

.67 Pts.

1.45

).20 (.10

D

2.48 Rep. 10.00 Rep.

1.90

).20 <.10

-44

>· 70 <· 50

E

.20 Sec.

• 50 Sec.

Johnson's Fundamental Skills Test

Washington State Physical Fitness Test

Test Item A= Zig Zag Run

Test Item A= Standing Broad Jump

Test Item B = Jump and Reach

Test Item B = Bench Push Ups

Test Item C = Kicking Test

Test Item C = Curl Ups

Test Item D

= Throw

and Catch

Test Item D

= Squat

Jump

Test Item E = 30 Yard Dash

O'\

-J

CHAPTER V
Sur-'JMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
I.

SUMMARY OF THE STUDY

Purpose
Briefly restated, the purpose of this study was
to determine the basic motor skill and physical fitness
levels of both migrant and resident students enrolled in
the . Chief Kamiakin and Outlook Schools and to design a
physical education program specifically aimed at helping
the migrant students make up the deficiencies that existed
in skills abilities and physical fitness as compared to
the resident students.

It was further hoped that a carry-

over value would result, in that the migrant students
would take a greater part in community recreation programs,
school playground activities, etc.
Procedures
This study included all of the migrant and resident
students enrolled in grade four at Chief Kamiakin and Outlook Elementary Schools.

The control group consisted of

all the Anglo-American resident and Mexican-American
migrant students in grade four enrolled at Outlook School.
The experimental group consisted of all the Anglo-American
68
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and Mexican-American students in grade four enrolled at
Chief Kamiakin.

All students not present for testing in

September of 1968 and March and June of 1969 were excluded
from the study.
The daily physical education program for grade
four students in the control group was conducted under
the supervision of self-contained classroom teachers.

No

structured nine month course of study was employed for use
by the teachers.

The games and activities involved were

more of a non-instructed, ".free play" nature commonly
employed for playground recess play time.
The Washington State Physical Education Curriculum Guide for Elementary Schools was used as a general
guide for the nine month physical education program at
Chief Kamiakin School.

Regular boys' and girls' physical

education classes followed an outlined program throughout
the school year.

Physical fitness activities and skills

activities were included in each twenty five minute physical education class period.
A remedial physical education class was designed
at Chief Kamiakin School as an attempt to eliminate disparities in physical fitness and skills levels between the
migrant and resident students.

All migrant Mexican-

American students in grade four were given one twenty five
minute remedial physical education class period per week
in addition to their regularly scheduled physical education
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classes.

These remedial classes were conducted as soon as

the migrant population returned to Chief Kamiakin School
in the early spring.
Two tests were selected for use in this study:
Robert D. Johnson's "Measurement of Achievement in
Fundamental Skills of Elementary School Children" and ·the
Washington State Physical Fitness Test for Elementary
Children by Kirchner.

These tests encompassed the measure-

ment of skills in throwing, catching, kicking, jumping,
and running and the fitness activities of power, strength,
endurance and speed.

The tests were administered to the

experimental and control groups in September of 1968,
March of 1969 and June of 1969.

Each individual's raw

scores ·were recorded on score cards at the time of the
administration of the test.
Four attempts were made to equate the populations.
McCloy's Classification Index III, the Wetzel Grid and a
combination of McCloy's CI III and Johnson's jump and
reach test all were tried and abandoned as group equating
devices.

The fourth attempt to equate the populations

employed an age classifier only, using the total months
of age of each subject.
The Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of variance
by ra.nks, known as the "H" test, was employed as the
statistical procedure to determine whether the test
sa1.nples were significantly different or from the same
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population.

The Thesis Committee agreed to permit this

writer to reduce the level for rejection of the null hypothesis from the five percent to the twenty percent level.
The Kruskal-Wallis H test ranked the differences between
individual T1 and T2 scores and T2 and T scores from
3
least improved (rank 1) to most improved (highest rank).
By ranking the differences between the scores the various
physical fitness and skills tests significant statistical
results were noted.

The experimental migrant group was

quite consistently superior from T2 to T and in many
3
cases the superiority was statistically significant.

II.

CONCLUSIONS

At T1 to T2 the resident boys were favored in
three of Johnson's test items and two Washington test
items and were significantly favored in three Washington
test items.

The migrant students were favored in only

one test item.
reversed.

At T2 to T the scores were impressively
3
The migrant boys were significantly favored

in a total of six test items and were favored in one
additional test item.

The resident students were favored

in only two of the nine test items.

This impressively

satisfied the operational hypothesis recorded in Table IV.
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ConM vs. ConR Boys:

T1 to T2 and T2 to T
3

At T1 to T2 the resident boys were fav.ored in
three test items and were significantly favored in four
test items while the migrant boys were favored in one
test item and significantly favored -in the same amount.
A comparison of the two groups at T2 to T furnished
3
relatively the same information. The resident boys were
favored in six test items and significantly favored in
one.

The migrant boys were favored in two test items.

The absence of significant change scores favoring either
group in eight test items supports in a relative way the
operational hypothesis stated on line two, Table IV.

It

is this writer's opinion that the absence of . a remedial

physical education program contributed significantly in
maintaining a disparity between the control resident and
migrant boys.
ExpM vs. ConR Boys: T1 to T2 and T2 to T
3
Change scores favored the resident boys significantly in two test items and not significantly in four
test items.
items.

The migrant boys were favored in three test

This would indicate that a disparity existed

between the two groups that favored the resident boys.
At T2 to T change scores favored the experimental migrant
3
boys s.i g11.i.ficantly in four test items and not significantly
in three test items.

Change scores favored the control
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resident boys in one test item and significantly favored
them in one test item.

The near reversal of change scores

between the groups from T2 to T suggests to this writer
3
that the remedial physical education experienced by the
migrant groups deserved notable merit.
ExpR vs. ConM Boys: T1 to T2 and T2 to T
3
Change scores favored the migrant boys in four
test items and significantly favored them in one test item.
The resident boys recorded change scores that favored them
in three test items and significantly favored them in one
test item.

At T2 to T change scores significantly
3
favored the resident boys in three test items and favored
them at a non-significant level in two test items.

The

migrant boys recorded favorable change scores in four test
items.

The improvement in • change scores favoring the resi-

dent boys, although not as significant as hypothesized,
was expected as the resident boys had the benefit of consistent exposure to directed physical education activities
not experienced by the migrant group over the same period
of time.

Change scores favored the resident girls in five
test it ems and significantly favored them in three test
items.

The migrant girls had a change score favoring them
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in only one test item.

At T2 to T , change scores signi3
ficantly favored the migrant girls in six of the nine test
items and favored them in the remaining three test items.
This impressive improvement in change scores favoring the
migrant girls suggests strongly that the remedial physical
education program experienced by this group had notable
merit.
ConM vs. ConR Girls: T1 to T2 and T2 to T
3
Change scores favored the resident girls in three
test items and significantly favored them in two test
items.

The migrant girls recorded favorable change scores

At T2 to T , change scores favored
3
the resident girls in six test items and favored the

in four test items.

migrant girls in three test items.

The absence of any

significantly different change scores from T2 to T was
3
to be expected, as no structured or remedial physical
education programs were provided either group during that
period of time.
ExpM vs. ConR Girls: T1 to T2 and T2 to T
3
Change scores significantly favored the resident
girls in four test items and favored them in three test
items.

ri;he

migrant girls recorded one favorable change

score and one significantly favorable change score.

At

T2 to T the m:igrant girls recorded three significantly
3
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favorable change scores and two favorable change scores
while the resident girls recorded two significantly favorable change scores and two favorable change scores.

This

writer suggests that the improvement in favorable change
scores (although limited) for the migrant girls can be
attributed to their exposure to a remedial physical education program from T2 to T not experienced by the
3
resident girls.
ExpR vs. ConM Girls: T1 to T2 and T2 to T
3
Change scores favored the resident girls in five
test items and favored the migrant girls in four test
items.

Change scores were not significant for either

group.

At T2 to T the resident girls recorded signifi3
cantly favorable change scores in three test items and a

favorable change score in one test item.

The migrant

girls recorded significantly favorable change scores in
two test items and favorable change scores in three test
items.

It is suggested by this writer that the small

number of subjects in the control migrant group provided
for a very limited and unpredictable statistical analysis
of change scores T1 to T2 and T2 to T •
3
The writer suggests that the remedial physical
education p:r:ogram experienced by the experimental migrant
group hQd merit and impressively satisfied the operational
hypothei.-d .s.

The disparities that existed between the
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control resident students and control migrant students at
T1 to T2 were not decreased markedly at T2 to T . The dis3
parities between the experimental resident students and
experimental migrant students at T1 to T2 were virtually
eliminated at T2 to T .
3
The statements in the previous paragraph (sentences
two and three) are not specifically confirmed by direct
statistical analysis but can be seen in a general way by
examination of Table XXI.

One statistical approach, how-

ever, motivated by a desire to consolidate and objectify
the accumulated data resulting from the Kruskal-Wallis
tests, seemed to bear investigation.

It seemed to the

writer that the data seen in Table XXI, although helpful
in gathering together the several individual analyses,
left the nagging question unanswered as to whether the
differences in change scores between resident and migrant
samples were sufficiently divergent in frequency to be
attributed to true differences between the groups or whether these differences could reasonably be attributed. to
chance fluctuation.

It was hypothesized at this point

that the differences in frequency of occurrence of change
scores between T1 and T2 would favor the resident samples,
both boys and girls. To state this in another way, of
the nine individual tests to which migrant and resident
boys and girls were subjected, changes would be greater
among residents than among migrants at a statistically

TABLE XXI
A DIAGRAMMATIC COMPILATION OF THE STATISTICAL RESULTS OF THE STUDY
Joh...vi.son

Washington

1 2 3 4

ABC DE

ExpM vs. ExpR Boys

RRMR

RRRRR

ExpM vs. ExpR Boys

MRMM MMMMR

ConM vs. ConR Boys

RMMR

RRRRR

ConM vs. ConR Boys

RMRR MRRRR

ExpM vs. ConR Boys

RRMR

RMR~M

ExpM vs • . ConR Boys

MM~M

ExpR vs. ConM Boys

RMMR MMRMR

ExpR vs. Co~ Boys

MRRM MRMRR

Tl +o
m
" -'-2

Johnson
1 2 3 4

T2 to T
3

Washington
ABC DE

MMRMM

ExpM vs. ExpR

Girls

RRRR

MRRRR

ExpM vs. ExpR

Girls

MMMM MMMMM

Co~ vs. ConR

Girls

RMMM

RRRMR

ConM vs. ConR

Girls

RRMR

RRRMM

ExpM vs. ConR

Girls

-RRRM
--

RRRRM

ExpM vs. ConR

Girls

MMMM

RMRRR

ExpR vs. Co~

Girls

RMMR

RRMMR

ExpR vs. ConM

Girls

li R M R

Key:

--

-

- -

- -MRMMM
---

Favored= M (Migrant), R (Resident)
Significantly Favored=~ or g
1 = Zig Zag Run
2 = Jump and Reach

3 = Kicking
= Throw and Catch

4

A=
B· =
C =
D =

Standing Broad Jump
Bench Push Ups
Curl Ups
Squat Jump
E = 30 Yard Dash

-.J
-.J
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significant level.

In addition, it was hypothesized

here that frequency of change scores being greater among
migrants than for residents would be borne out in an analysis of the data for the time period T2 to T . For the
3
purposes of these comparisons, alpha was set at the .05
level of sign~ficance.

The statistical test used for

comparative purposes was chi square.
Because resident students had an opportunity
for daily instruction in physical education, whereas the
migrant students did not, in the time period T1 _to T2 ,
it was hypothesi~ed that they would make a significantly
greater number of superior change scores than would the
migrant students.

The data consisted of the designations

Rand M arising from the Johnson test and from the Washington State test.

Thus, there were 36 comparisons in

which migrants were compared to residents, for boys, and
the same for girls for each of the test periods.
The observed data were cast into a 2 x 2 contingency table as illustrated in Figures 1 through 4.

Fol-

lowing the suggestion of Siegel (22:105-106), expected
numbers of frequencies were found for the T1 to T2 comparisons by multiplying the marginal frequencies corresponding to a particular cell and dividing the result by
N.

Expected frequencies are shown within the respective

figures by enclosure within parentheses.
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(8.66)

'
Non- s·1m1' f ican
t

(17.33)

10

R

15

(3.66)
M

25

1(2

=

1.648

Not significant

(7.33)
2

9

11

12

24

36

Figure 1. Significance of Difference Between Expected and
Observed Frequencies of Occurrence of Test Score Changes
T1 to T2 for Boys: Chi Square Analysis

s·

·

, l,Q:Ill f'J.can

(10)

Non- s.1gn1. f'icant

(15)
11

5

R

(2)
M

t

16

A.2

=

35.67

Significant

(9)

10

10

20

15

21

36

> . 001

level of conf~dence

Figure 2. Significance of Difference Between Expected and
Observed Frequencies of Occurrence of Test Score Changes
T2 to T for Boys: Chi Square Analysis
3
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Si gn1. f.1cant
(6.94)

Non- s·1gn1·f·1can t

(18.05)
16

9

R

25
2
,:_ == 2.74

M

Not significant

(7.94)

(3.05)
1

10

11

10

26

36

Figure 3. Significance of Difference Between Expected and
Observed Frequencies of Occurrence of Test Score Changes
T to T for Girls: Chi Squa_
r e Analysis
2
1

s·12TI1·f·1cant

N on- s·1anifi cant

(9)

(16)

(1)
M

9

5

R

14

l-- 2

=

104.93

Significant ) • 001

(10)
11

11

22

16

20

36

level of confidence

Figure 4. Significance of Difference Between Expected and
Observed Frequencies of Occurrence of Test Score Changes
T2 to T for Girls: Chi Square Analysis
3
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In the case of the data arising from the comparison of resident versus migrant students at T2 to T , the
3
expected cell frequencies were those arising from the .
observed cell frequencies of the T1 to T2 data. This
step is logical when one realizes that the null hypothesis
states that there will be no difference between groups for
the time period T2 to T , that is, that whatever differ3
ences existed at T1 to T2 will be manifested at T2 to T •
3
The operational hypothesis for the time period T2 to T
3
was that migrant students would have a significantly
greater number of superior change scores than resident
students_.
The disparity between expected and observed frequencies in Figure l resulted in a chi square value of
1.648.

Although this value favored the resident boys it

was not significant.

Thus, the operational hypothesis

was abandoned for the T1 to T2 comparison for boys. The
same analysis, · carried out for boys between the time
periods T2 and T resulted in a chi square value of 35.67
3
which was significant at a level exceeding the .001 level
of significance and which favored the migrant students.
Thus, the operational hypothesis was upheld and the null
hypothesis rejected, as shown in Figure 2.
T.TBing identical hypotheses (operational and null)
for comparisons of girls at T to T2 and T2 to T resulted
1
3
in chi square values of 2.74 for the former and 104.93 for
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the latter.

The T1 to T2 comparison therefore upheld the
null hypothesis as a value of 3.84 is required for alpha
.05.

In the case of the T2 to T comparison, the result3
ing chi square value was highly statistically significant,
greatly exceeding the .001 level of significance, thereby
vindicating the operational hypothesis impressively.

These

data are shown in Figures 3 and 4.
In conclusion, it can be stated that the differences between migrant and resident students were not as
great as had been hypothesized for the time period T1 to
T2 , although they favored the resident group. This leads
one to conclude that the differences in physical ability
between resident and migrant students, while not of the
order of 95 times per 100, were nevertheless of sufficient
magnitude and frequency to convince the migrant student
that he/she could not participate equitably with resident
peers.

This statement is true both for boys and for girls.

Secondly, it may be unequivocally stated that differences
in change scores in magnitude and in frequency favored the
migrant students at an impressive statistical level.
Therefore, it is obvious that the remedial physical education program was highly successful in meeting the operational hypothesis of this study, namely"· •• to make up
some skill and physical fitness deficiencies in the migrant
population."
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III.
1.

RECOMMENDATIONS

All elementary schools where migrant students

are enrolled should include remedial physical education
activities in their curricula.
2.

Bi-lingual playground supervisors should be

employed and given training in being alert to social
acculturation voids occurring because of a migrant student's lack of skills abilities or knowledge of the verbal
content of a playground activity.

3.

Title I, ESEA monies should be made available

in areas other than language arts for schools where migrant
students are enrolled.

4.

Structured physical education classes for all

grade four students should be taught by a competent physical education instructor. on a regular schedule.

5.

A similar study should be conducted over a

three year period of time to determine whether disparities
between migrant and resident students decrease at an
accelerated rate as length of exposure to remedial physical education is prolonged.
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APPENDIX
REMEDIAL PHYSICAL EDUCATION PROGRAM
The following are two brief case studies of migrant
students who participated in the experimental group's remedial physical education program.

This program was highly

individualized and employed the observations and teaching
skills of many people.

Bi-lingual teacher aides, fellow

students, teachers, this writer, and experienced physical
education teachers all participated in determining and communicating the physical fitness and skills deficiencies of
each migrant student.

The individual weaknesses of each

migrant student essentially became the basic content of his
or her remedial physical education program.

These weak-

nesses usually were indicated on the playground by their
lack of participation in routine playground activities.
This lack of participation would be observed by one of the
adults listed above, communicated to the physical education
staff and, thereby, would be added to the individual's
:eorn.edts.1 physical education program.

It is this writer's

O}).i.nion that the success of the remedial physical education,
a2 recorded in the study, was added to significantly through

the pra0tice of indj_v-.iduali.zed observation and instruction.
I1dorrn.ation related to program content, student
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assignments, and the remedial physical education :program
in general can be obtained by contacting this writer at
the Sunnyside, Washington, School District #201 office.

NAME

Castillol Minerva

BIRTHDATE

ENTERED

Chief Kamiakin

2-25-69

RE-ENTERED

6-21-58

SCHOOL

8-27-68
11-27-68

WITHDREW

MEASUREMENTS OF ACHIEVEMENT IN FUNJ)AMENTAL
SKILLS OF ELEMENTARY SCHOOL CHILDREN
Date

Weight

Height

Zig-Zag Tests

Jump and Reach

Kicking

Throw and Catch

9-9

82

56

8.9

9

21

30

3-7

83

56¼

8.9

8.5

20

30

6-2

84 3/4

57½

8.4

25

33

10

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL ~HYSICAL FITNESS TEST .
Standing Broad
Jump

Bench
Push-UJ2S

Curl-Ups

Squat Jum:e

20 Yard Dash

46

12

11

16

6.5

47

9

16

15

6.7

51

13

24

25

6.4

\.0

0

NAl"\fE

Rubalcaba 1 Oscar

BIRTHDATE

10-19-5]

SCHOOL

9-3-68

ENTERED
WITHDREW
RE-ENTERED

10-14-68

Chief Kamiakin

1-17-69

JYIEASUREMENTS OF ACHIEVEMENT IN FUNDAMENTAL
SKILLS OF ELEMENTARY SCHOOL CHILDREN
Date

Weight

9-9

97½

3-7

6-2

104
105 3/4

Height

Zig-Zag Tests

Jump and Reach

Kicking

Throw and Catch

60¼

9.3

9.0

32

33

61¼

9.1

10.5

33

40

62

8.7

11.0

37

42

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL PHYSICAL FITNESS TEST
Standing Broad
Jump

Bench
Push-Ups

Curl-U;es

Sguat Jum:e

20 Yard Dash

60

9

24

25

5.8

61

14

28

29

5.6

64

16

29

32

5.5

\..D

1--'

